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BEAR STORY
ENRICHING LIVES

D

o you ever feel like getting an ice cream
when the weather is scorching hot outside?
Or continuously tap your foot or walk up and down
when you’ve got nothing to do?
Here at the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre Sika is enjoying a delicious ‘ice block’ the
(BSBCC), where the weather sometimes hits a enrichment that was given to her.
summery 31°C, we take extra care to treat our sun
bears with our very own version of ice cream called Inside this issue:
― Ice Blocks, which are various fruits in a block of
1
frozen honey-water. On other days, we trek into Bear Story
BSBCC
Corner
4
the jungle in search of bamboos, sticks, dead logs,
termite mounds or anything that is plausible to be Educational Activities
6
creatively created as a ―toy for the sun bears, to Volunteers & Interns
10
stimulate naturalistic behavior. This is important
Volunteer stories
12
because a sun bear in captivity will tend to pace,
and we call this a stereotypic behavior – a behavior BSBCC Adoption Programme 16
18
that is equivalent to a human’s tapping of feet or BSBCC in the News
19
walking up and down for a long period of time, Bear Shop
hence these toys are an important management Donors and Contributors
20
tool in ensuring that the bears are physiological
and psychologically stimulated.

These toys, which we term enrichment, serve
as more than just a cure for boredom: with
careful and a thoughtful, goal-oriented plan,
these enrichment tools can serve a higher
purpose in stimulating a sun bear’s cognitive,
sensory, locomotion, and social skills. Since
most of the sun bears – young and old – at
the centre are rescued from illegal pet trade,
these enrichment tools are crucial to
encouraging the naturalistic behavior of a
wild sun bear, stimulating the bears to use
their claws to dig out, their exceptionally
long tongue to retrieve honey or fruits, their
keen sense of smell and even their skillful
tree-climbing bustle.

Sika is playing with Aussie Dog Ball, an enrichment tool
designed to encourage the use of her claws, tongue and
overall to stimulate her cognitive skills in order to
retrieve the fruits that are trapped inside, replicating a
like-fruit that may be found in the dense rainforest.

Here’s a look at some of the enriching toys we
give to our sun bears!

Sika and Chin are lounging their lazy days on the
hammock, made out of used fire hoses, a type of
physical/habituation enrichment to encourage the bears
to rest up high above the ground, as a wild sun bear
would rest in the canopies of the rainforest!
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Kina is busy looking for some delicious termites in a
dead wood log given to him. This type of natural
enrichment promotes the usage of their claws, their
sense of smell, and their foraging skills too!
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We thank our keepers and volunteers for their
endless commitment and hard work in
creating new and existing enrichment ideas
for the sun bears! We always strive to

The volunteers were helping create various types of
enrichments based on their creativity.

Boboi is busy looking for termites in a tree barks.
A type of enrichment tool to prompt locomotor activity
among the sun bears so that the bears can happily
climb, climb and climb!

Fun fact: When wild sun bears feast upon
termites in the rain forest, this ensures
control of termite population levels, thus
preventing healthy ecosystems of trees from
being completely devoured! Thank you sun
bears!

maintain and ensure that the sun bears in our
centre are well cared for, not only through
their diet but their overall welfare and
rehabilitation. With the encouragement of
these enrichment tools, which are so crucial
in strengthening the foundation of sun bear
skills, this program will hopefully and
eventually lead to their release back into the
wild, where they truly belong.

The volunteers are helping create various types of
enrichments based on the tool's level of creativity.

Dodop is having fun in a forest enclosure.
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BSBCC CORNER
SUN BEAR DAY 2017

Sun bear day’s photo booth.

BSBCC celebrated their first Sun Bear Day
2017
on
16th
May,
2017,
while
simultaneously celebrating Dr. Wong Siew
Te’s birthday. The objective of this event was
to raise awareness on sun bears as an
important species living in our rainforest.
Students from 4 local schools were invited to
participate in this event. Activities carried out
including a brief introduction about sun
bears, sun bear scientist and sun bear oil
painting. The event also offered free airbrush
tattoo and a special photo booth for visitors
to the Centre on that day. Everyone enjoyed
the celebration, and we look forward to
celebrating the sun bears on a bigger scale in
future.

Ms. Bellinda giving an introduction about the sun bear’s
physical characteristics to the students.
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Top: After the sun bear scientist activity, the students
presented the behavioral pattern of each sun bears they
observed in the forest enclosure.
Middle: The students use their own creativity in canvas
painting. Bottom: Celebrating Dr. Wong's birthday
during the event.
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BSBCC CORNER
EKSPRESI NEGARAKU PROGRAMME

T

he Ekspresi Negaraku program took
place on 16th May 2017, at Padang
Bandar Sandakan, Sabah. The program
began at 6 am and continued to 10.30 pm.

Dr. Wong being invited on stage to be introduced as one
of the Icon Negaraku (MyCountry Icon) to fellow
Malaysians!

Ekspresi Negaraku is one of the programs
that reminds Malaysians to love and to be
loyal to the nation, as well as inculcating the
spirit of patriotism among Malaysians.

Malaysia’s Prime Minister, Datuk Sri Najib Tun Razak
delivering his speech during the event.
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Dr. Wong Siew Te, BSBCC Founder and CEO
was selected as one of the Icon Negaraku
(MyCountry Icon). This event was launched
by Malaysia's Prime Minister, Datuk Seri
Najib Tun Razak. Activities held during this
event including exhibitions from various
organizations , morning run, and concert by
Malaysian artistes.

Outstanding
individuals
contributing
to
Wildlife
Conservation in Sabah chosen as MyCountry Icons for
2017.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
OUTREACH PROGRAMME

O

n 22nd-25th May 2017 our
education team visited three primary
schools; SK Tambisan, SK Lok Buani and
SK Sri Darun. All three schools are located
within an oil palm plantation area in Lahad
Datu in the eastern part of Sabah. Together
with
the
main
organizer,
HUTANKinabatangan
Orangutan
Conservation
Programme and other invited organizations
such as Sabah Wildlife Department and
Wildlife Rescue Unit, many activities were
carried out including exhibition, wildlife
talks,
environmental
games,
wildlife
documentary video show, animal mask
colouring and quizzes to get the students,
teachers and parents involve with this
programme.
BSBCC Education team participated in the
RAMSAR CEPA & CEPA Kit Programme
organized
by
the
Sabah
Forestry
Department (Kinabatangan District) on the
16th-20th June 2017. CEPA stands for
"Conservation, Education, Participation and
Awareness" and the program is a platform
to convey knowledge and create awareness
on the importance of wetlands for its
inhabitants.
With
the
theme
of
environmental education, this program
aims to deliver a message and spread the
knowledge of biodiversity and conservation
among local communities and school kids.
Three schools were selected within the
Ramsar site in Kinabatangan area: SK
Tidung Tabin, SK Tundon Bohangin and SK
Sri Ganda. Hopefully with this program,
young generations will contribute more
conservation work in future and help to
enhance the community's engagement in
wildlife conservation in Sabah.

Group photo with students and teachers from SK Sri
Darun, Lahad Datu.
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Students from SK Darun, Lahad Datu wearing their
wildlife masks for a photo session.

Table 1: List of schools/organization visited in
May and June 2017.
School

No. Pax

Date

SK Tambisan, Lahad
Datu

192

22nd May

SK Lok Buani, Lahad
Datu

128

23rd May

SK Sri Darun, Lahad
Datu

158

24th May

SK Tidung,
Kinabatangan

84

16th June

SK Tundon Bohangin,
Kinabatangan

51

19th June

SK Sri Ganda,
Kinabatangan

86

20th June

BSBCC’s staff, Andy Norman explaining to students about
sun bears diet.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
GROUP VISIT

O

n the 11th May 2017, a school group
from SK Karamunting Preschool,
Sandakan, comprising 56 students and 16
teachers and parents, visited BSBCC. They
were given a short introduction on sun
bears using BSBCC’s sun bear mascot, and
then the groups were guided around the

Dr. Wong delivering his talk on sun bear and the
establishment of BSBCC to students from Oregon State
University.

Sharon, BSBCC’s Centre Coordinator giving a
presentation about sun bears and BSBCC to
students from SK Karamunting.

observation platform to watch the bears in
a forest enclosure, thus learning about our
rescued sun bear, their rescue stories and
general facts about sun bears.

BSBCC have continued to receive more group
visits from Kg Semunduh, Telupid and Oregon
State University, and more knowledge on sun
bear is being shared to the public. Visitors
enjoy their time at our Centre, learning about
sun bears and the environment. We are
always delighted to share our knowledge on
sun bears with you. We believe that
environmental education can help in the efforts
to save sun bears and their habitat for future
generations.

The students and teachers observing sun bears in the
forest enclosure from the observation platform.
Group photo with students from Oregon State University.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
MELAKA ZOO SUN BEAR AWARENESS WEEK

T

he first Malayan Sun Bear Awareness
Week was organized at Melaka Zoo,
Peninsular Malaysia and BSBCC participated
in an exhibition during the event held from
27th-29th May, 2017. The awareness week
continued until 4th June 2017.

A representative from the Department of
Wildlife and National Park Peninsular
Malaysia was also present to support the
event.

The aim of the program was to educate the
public on sun bears being a protected species
and the only bears species found in Malaysia.
Many people do not realize that keeping
protected and endangered wildlife is illegal
and a criminal offense.
Dr. Wong presented a talk on sun bear
conservation in Malaysia and BSBCC booth
was set up to share information with visitor to
the zoo. Also present as exhibitors were APE
Malaysia and Malaysia Nature Society, who
are currently active in the protection of sun
bears in Malaysia.

Malaysian artist Suzi Chua (forth from left). Actively
supports sun bear conservation through her arts. Suzi
carried out an art workshop for children during the
event.
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Top: Ms. Gloria interacting with the visitors at the
BSBCC booth. Middle: Ms. Bellinda showing the bear
skull to the students. Below: Group photo in front of
the sun bear exhibit.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
YAYASAN SIME DARBY ENVIRONMENTAL DAY 2017

O

n the 9th May 2017, Dr. Wong Siew Te
and the BSBCC education team were at
the Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre
(KLPAC) for the Yayasan Sime Darby
Environmental Day 2017 (YSDED 2017). The

Visitors at BSBCC’s educational booth.

Our BSBCC education team getting ready at the booth.

YSDED 2017 event aimed to raise public
awareness, interest and understanding on the
importance in protecting and conserving the
environment, reversing climate change and
its impact, and to encourage community
participation, especially among the younger
generation, by taking part in environmental
conservation
and
adopting
sustainable
practices in our lifestyles.

Dr. Wong Siew Te delivering his talk entitled “What We
Should Do To Save Sun Bears In Malaysia".
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The opening ceremony was officiated by YSD
Chairman, YABhg. Tun Musa Hitam, as well
as the Minister of Natural Resources and
Environment, YB. Dato' Sri Dr. Hj Wan
Junaidi Tunku Jaafar. Various activities
offered
during
this
event
included
exhibitions and demonstrations, eco-friendly
products and services, art activities and
unique
stories
from
Borneo
through
en vi ronmental
docu mentaries,
film
screenings, environmental talks and forums.
We were delighted to be a part of this great
event and to share some valuable knowledge
about sun bears and their habitat to the
public.

Students from the nearby schools were also invited
during this event.
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VOLUNTEERS & INTERNS

B

SBCC currently houses 44
rescued sun bears in our two
bear houses and a quarantine
facility. Each day, the ex-captive
sun bears need to be filled with
ample food and activities that can
stimulate healthy bear behavior.
Volunteers and interns help our
keepers achieve our goals in looking
after the welfare of these bears and
helping them in their rehabilitation
process.
BSBCC Volunteer Programme
BSBCC continues to receive help
from volunteers from across the
world. The BSBCC volunteer
programme
conducted
in
collaboration with APE Malaysia ran
throughout May and
June 2017.
Volunteers in this programme were
supervised by BSBCC staff with
some valued assistance by the APE
Malaysia team. Besides helping the
keepers in caring for the bears at
the Centre, volunteers also helped
to spread awareness on the plights
of sun bears among visitors through
the education booth at our visitor
Centre.
Internship at BSBCC
BSBCC welcomes students from
local and international institutions to
conduct their internship at the
Centre. Interns will have the
opportunity to learn about the
rehabilitation of ex-captive sun
bears. Interns will also be exposed
to th e i mportan ce of bea r
enrichment and cleanliness of the
facility. They will also have a unique
opportunity to learn about the
behavior of this little known species.

Table 2: List of volunteers and interns in May and
June 2017.
Name

Volunteer
/Interns

Country

Duration

Katherine
Elizabeth Irvine
Magnuson

Volunteer

British

16th May26th May

Intern

Malaysia

31st may30th Jun

University
Minnesota
( Field Class)

Volunteer

USA

31st May3rd Jun

Ng Li Shuen

Intern

Malaysia

4th June4th July

Chantal Jeffrey

Volunteer

Australia

Brittany Lang

Volunteer

Australia

16th Jun –
30th Jun
16th Jun—
30th Jun

BATs ( Lenzie
Academy )

Volunteer

British

Darren Sia
Hwei Hung

24th Jun–
26th Jun

Group photo with BATs group (Lenzie Academy).

If you would like to make a difference and have the
experience of a lifetime, please join us. Learn about
our
volunteer
programme
on
our
website
www.bsbcc.org.my/volunteer.html or email us
at info.bsbcc@gmail.com for further enquiries.
Wong Siew Te, CEO and Founder of BSBCC
Email: wongsiew@hotmail.com

Group photo with the interns and volunteers.
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VOLUNTEERS & INTERNS
Bear
Action
Teams
(BATs)
Volunteer Group
The BATs group programme at
BSBCC started in July 2009 and has
welcomed over 1200 peoples
around the world. BATs volunteer
will learn about sun bear ecology,
helping in basic building techniques
and develop their teamwork and
leadership skills in the challenging
environment of a tropical rainforest.
The volunteers are given an
exclusive opportunity to design and
build essential infrastructure such as
boardwalk, fences, footbridges,
trails, and landscaping.
On the 24th June 2017, BSBCC
received a group of volunteers from
Lenzie Academy comprised of 21
members in total working from 24th
June 2017 until 26th June 2017
which focus in maintenance and
cleaning works. They helped
maintaining the walkway at outside
perimeter of Pen E and Pen F and
walkway at decompose site. Besides
that, they also helped us in cleaning
the outside perimeter of forest
enclosure and bear house area.

Installing the chicken mesh wire on the
walkway.
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Cleaning the drainage and bear house area.

Many thanks to our volunteers ! Our work would not
be possible without the work of our dedicated
volunteers. Volunteer have helped out in a great many
ways to save our little sun bear. We hope we will
continue to receive help from volunteer around the
world and continue to improve our effort in
rehabilitating the sun bears.

Cleaning decompose site.
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES
MY TIME LEARINING ABOUT THE BEAR NECESSITIES OF LIFE by
Shauna Tay

M

y name is Shauna, I'm 24, Malaysian
and an aspiring conservationist! I
first came to know about BSBCC 7 years
ago when Dr.Wong took me in as a young
eager volunteer wanting to get some
experience in animal husbandry and
conservation. It has been incredible
coming back after so long; the centre is
now open to the public, the staff team has
grown ten-fold, the capacity for bears has
increased and the centre as a whole has
developed in every way possible.

As volunteer, we are given the opportunity to
work closely with the bear keeper team. They
are so giving of their time, knowledge and
expertise - you learn something new every day!
It has been great getting to know the staff,
bears, and the everyday routine of maintaining
such a facility for rescued sun bears. These
bears have such different personalities,
backgrounds, and are all on their own journey
through rehabilitation. As an individual who
strives towards a future in conservation,
volunteering here for two months gave me
insight into what it takes to develop such a
project. Understanding the bear care, animal
welfare, marketing, education and management
side of things was important and I'm thankful to
BSBCC for providing this learning platform.

BSBCC’s educational booth.

I was also fortunate enough to accompany their
outreach team to local schools in the area,
assisting them as they conducted sun bear
awareness booths, presentations and games for
students of varying ages.
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It is essential to spread awareness of the
challenges that sun bears face, and to
encourage young people to appreciate and
respect nature. This is key to changing
perspectives and, ultimately, the reality of
these magnificent bears and other wildlife.

While working with the bear keeper team,
we made various enrichment structures for
the bears, like fire hose hammocks
(a favourite), hanging wooden logs with
holes for honey, fruity ice blocks (another
favourite), banana and peanut butter nest
balls and much, much more. We would
dedicate our entire afternoon to making
enrichment for the bears who were unable
to go into the forest enclosures. This was a
really great part of the programme and an
everyday practice by the staff. In the last
few weeks of my placement, the bears,
Simone and Along, were undergoing fence
training - which is a sizeable indoor
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training pen (looking out into a forest
enclosure) with an electric fence. This is
essential as they need to familiarise themselves
with the fence before being able to enjoy the
spacious forest enclosures. I was able to do the
behaviour monitoring for them at this time,
which was a great learning opportunity and a
reminder of how overwhelming it can be for
these bears to be given bigger spaces after
living in small cages for most of their lives.

The beauty of volunteering at BSBCC is that
your ideas and opinions are taken into account.
Your questions are always encouraged and
appreciated, replied to with a smile and good
reasoning. This is what makes it such a
welcoming place. Thank you again for the
incredible experience! I miss my bear family
and hope to come back soon with more
expertise of my own so I can better contribute
to the future of our bears.
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES
TAKING BABY STEPS IN BSBCC by Ong Yu Qi

O

ng Yu Qi. 1999. Penang, Malaysia.
First and foremost, I would like to
thank BSBCC for giving me a chance to be a
volunteer at the centre for three weeks
(19/3-8/4), I consider it as the best thing
I’ve experienced so far in 2017. Back in
2016, my family and I were watching a TV
show that was featuring BSBCC in one of
the episodes and it was that day that I got
to know about BSBCC and I was impressed
with all the work that BSBCC have done. I
then decided to volunteer at BSBCC after
finishing my SPM to gain knowledge about
wildlife conservation and to learn more
about sun bears. After going through the
application process and an interview, I got
an email from BSBCC on 12th of February
informing me that I’m IN for the volunteer
programme! :D Every morning after
breakfast at the volunteer house Bjorn Hala
(Meaning: Bear Den in Swedish), we will
take off at 7:30am to the centre and start
to work at 8:00am. For the morning
session, one will either be at the bear house
cleaning cages or at the kitchen preparing
food for the bears.

My last day of cleaning the cages. The first cage that I
cleaned was Simone’s and the same goes for the last
cage that I cleaned.
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I admit cleaning cages wasn’t a fun thing to
do, but I always had that distinct sense of
achievement after cleaning them! On the
other hand, working in the kitchen is less
tough but there are a lot of things to do
because everything that is needed for a
balanced sun bear diet is prepared here.
Some days, one will go for fence check to
ensure the fences are clear from leaves, and
stems from climbing plants because the
voltage of the electric fence will be affected if
there are foreign objects attached to it.
Volunteers would have a chance to feed the
bears too (without having contact with the
bears of course) We feed them four times a
day, two times porridge, two times fruits &
vegetables. In the afternoon, we make
enrichments for the bears. Enrichments are
very crucial in the rehabilitation process of
the bears as they can encourage their natural
bear behaviours and boost their emotional
health. (Bears can be bored and need
something to play with too!) In these couple
of weeks, I’ve made nest balls, stick paradox,
bamboo feeders, ice blocks and so on, not
forgetting a hammock for my favourite sun
bear - Simone!

Testing out the hammock for Simone! I must give credit
to the Bear Care Team for helping me in the ‘creation’ of
this Telur Itik Char Koay Teow Hammock, especially my
buddy - Azzry (top left) And there’s Lin May (bottom left),
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A tractor millipede chillin’ on my fingers.

Don’t get me started on how amazing the
people are! Everyone is willing to help,
listen and answer. When I first got here, I
was shy, quite nervous about meeting new
people and kind of not used to being far
away from my parents without any friends
but everyone was so friendly and affable, I
found my feet in no time. I would like to
thank all of the BSBCC staff (especially the
Bear Care Team) and people that I’ve met
along the way, and of course, Dr. Wong
Siew Te for all the big and little ways you
all have pitched in ♥ . The sun bears are
extremely lucky to have such passionate,
committed and selfless people as their
―moms and ―dads. I’ll never forget the
days we went out for dinner, grocery
shopping and movies, not to mention the
splendid home cooked dinner we had at
Dr.Wong’s house! Furthermore, I learned a
lot about the importance of a balanced
ecosystem and the role humans play to
protect it for our future generations. It’s
sad to think about the fact that a lot of
Malaysians don’t know about the existence
and vulnerability of sun bears in this country. It seems like people only hear about
giant pandas and polar bears when it
comes to endangered bear species. These
beautiful and precious creatures need to
be protected and cherished, I hereby urge
everyone (especially Malaysians) to find
out more about sun bears by volunteering
at BSBCC !
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A selfie with Dr. Wong Siew Te.

In a nutshell, my volunteer experience at
BSBCC wasn’t a far cry from what I had
expected - positive vibes, amiable people & lots
of new things to learn every day! Truth be told,
I’m proud of myself for stepping out of my
comfort zone and taking up this challenge at
the age of 18. The things that I’ve learned, the
stories that I’ve heard, have empowered me to
become stronger mentally and physically. I
didn’t know that I’m capable of all of this until
I’ve done it and I’m very grateful to have a
experience like this to widen my horizon before
my next big challenge - college. New things
that I’ve experienced during this period of time:
-Using tools that I didn’t use before, namely,
jigsaws & power drills -I had the chance to talk
to foreign and local visitors about the sun bears
(sun bear facts and their vulnerability)-First trip
alone to an unfamiliar place far away from
home (first time in East Malaysia too!)-Made
new friends and got the chance to speak in
languages other than Chinese (growing up in a
Chinese family, owning 99% Chinese friends, I
never really got opportunities to speak in other
languages) I learned some Sabah slang too ;P
I’m certain that I will be back because I want to
-Experience more! (three weeks was too short,
I didn’t even have the chance to go to an
outreach programme which travels to schools to
raise awareness about sun bears)-Meet these
amazing people again -Help and learn more and
more about sun bears!!!
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BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME

W

elcome a sun bear into your family,
class, club or corporation by adopting
a sun bear or buying a gift of sun bear
medicine, food, or toys to show you care
and support the valuable work of BSBCC.

Share Bear
Choose one of the sun bears:

Adopting a bear is a great way to learn
about sun bears while helping BSBCC meet
the costs of rehabilitation. Funds raised by
the adoption program are used to better the
lives of all bears.

Damai

Fulung

Kuamut

Kudat

Cerah

Montom

Boboi

Kitud

Mary

Gifts With Meaning

A pot of honey

A hammock

List of adopters in May and June 2017:
1.

An enrichment toy

Food for 1 week

Medication for 1 year

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Find out how to adopt a sun bear from our
website:
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt -abear.html
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20.
21.
22.
23.

Annabell
Fobian
Blach
Adam Cook
Lucy Penrose
Susan Edge
Kim Lin Peng
Nola Moove
Claire Shepherd
Luz Marina Enciso
Pete and Kim Squires
Thomas & Gina Buser
Maureen Mcginty
Barbara Gelder
Christoph
Andreas
Fricker
Ramona Gonzalles
Ted Tilley
Richard & Verena
Lagger
Michael Selfert
NynLee De Vries
United World College
of South East Asia
(East)
Lesley Deefhohs
Emma Calnan
LLmouttamid
Jris Keller

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Casey Suchorsfield
Salina Wong
Leigh West
Collin Hoare
Jennifere Thompson
Gretchen Coffman
Joana C De Friez
Chris Clarke
David Gossler
Deborah Caltun
Eva Christofferson
Susan Brown
Kim Lin Peng
The Winton
Foundation for the
welfare of Bears
Carmel Jeffers
Dawn Khoo
Rena Smith
Sonya Benjamin
Mary Catherine
Kirwan
Tuulia Dobson
Virginia Huang
Kara & Andrew
Wozniak
Khamis Jaafar
Robina Strik
Noor Ashikin Lisman
Anna Bernardinova
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BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME
My Bear
The My Bear adoption Programme allows
corporates or individuals to exclusively adopt
sun bears at BSBCC. Manis was adopted on
the 30th May 2017 through this programme.
Thanks Jris Switzerland for your generosity
in supporting one of our sun bears, Manis
through
BSBCC’s
My
Bear
Adoption
programme. By adopting the sun bears you
are helping to make sure these bears stay
healthy and happy at the Centre.

She shows dominance towards the other
adult bears. She loves to be on the forest
floor and spends her time playing with her
own activities in the forest enclosure. She
has an endearing way of resting her chin
on her paws, as if waiting patiently for
something. Manis can often be seen at the
front of the cage watching you with her
elbows resting on the bars and her head
on her paws. She used to pace in circles in
her
pen.
Fortunately,
she
showed
improvement and her pacing behavior has
reduced.

Manis

Manis is a 16 years old adult female sun bear
and she is the oldest female sun bear in our
Centre. She is a gentle and rather solitary
bear. She came to the Centre from Lok Kawi
Wildlife Park in August 2009.

Many thanks to everyone who has
supported the sun bears at BSBCC this
year, whether by a donation of goodies or
spreading the word. Your support will help
rescue, rehabilitate and fund life-long care
for the bears.
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BSBCC IN THE NEWS
BSBCC was also featured in the following online news and
newspapers:








Govt’s all out to enhance Sandakan. The Star Online. 8th
May
2017.
h t t p : / / w w w . t h e s t a r. c o m . m y / n e w s /
nation/2017/05/08/govts-all-out-to-enhance-sandakan/
패럴림픽 마스코트라며… 착취당하고 학대받는 사육곰. Korea Times.
12th
May
2017.
h t t p : / / w w w. h a n k o o k i l b o . c o m /
v/8b14fd0b8b2f42268852c5a29ce526a4
Program ekspresi Negaraku di padang bandaran Sandakan
Ahad
ini. Bernama. 5th May 2017. http://
w w w. b e r n a m a . c o m / b e r n a m a / v 8 / b m / n e w s i n d e x . p h p ?
id=1353408
沙巴山打根走進大自然動物園. Sky Post. 30th May 2017. https://
skypost.ulifestyle.com.hk/article/1825309/沙巴山打根走進大自然
動物園
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BEAR SHOP
MERCHANDISES
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to protect, save and
enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Hand-made Bear Clay
Cost :MYR88.00 (medium)
Size 6.8cm(L)x5.5cm(W)x4cm(H)
MYR55.00 (small)
Size 3.3cm(L)x2.4cm(W)x4cm(H)

Colour samples

Tongue T-shirt
Colour : Military green,
brown, blue
Size (Adult) :XXXL,XXL,
XL, L, M, S, XS
Cost : MYR 41.50
Sizes (Kids) : XS,S,M,L,XL
Colour : Pink, Blue
Cost : MYR 37.00

Car Sticker
Cost : MYR 5.30

Wooden
Keychain
Cost : MYR 9.50

Sun Bear Chest-Mark
T-shirt
Colour : Black
Sizes : Adult XXL,
XXXL, XL, L, M, S, XS
Cost : MYR 41.50

Bear Cartoon
Magnet card
Cost : MYR 2.50
Size : 9cm(H)x5.5cm(L)
Debbie Magnet
Card
Cost: MYR 2.50
Size : 9cm(H)x5.5cm(L)

Rattan
Bracelet
Cost : MYR 19.00

Save Sun Bear T-shirt
Colour: Black, Green,
White
Sizes : Adult XL, L, M,
S, XS
Cost : MYR 41.50

Embroidery
Badge
Cost : MYR 15.90

Fisherman Hat
Colour : Khaki
Cost
: MYR 31.80

Cap
Colour: Khaki, Black,
Grey
Cost : MYR 26.50

Save Sun Bear T-shirt
Colour: Green
Sizes : Adult XL, L, M,
S,
XS
Kid XL, L, M, S, XS
Cost: Adult MYR 37.00

Fina Bag
Colour : Orange/Blue,
Red/Lime
Cost : MYR 45.00

Colour
Cost

Polo T-shirt
Colour : Black, Grey
Sizes : Adult XXXL,
XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS
Cost
: MYR 55.00

Canvas Bag
: Beige
: MYR 40.00

If you are interested in purchasing our merchandises, please click here to fill up our order
form.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase.
2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 6%. Additional charges for shipping will be incurred.
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DONORS & CONTRIBUTORS

B

SBCC’s work would never been possible
without in-kind and financial support from
various individuals and agencies. We acknowledge
the continuous support from the following
contributors:
 Public donation from BSBCC donation box
 Tiina Pieunari
 Ambassador Kamala Lakhdir
 Natural Habitat
 Animal Projects & Environment Education
 Tanya Stevenson
 Lee Ai Chong
 Lee Ying Hing
 Sipre
 Kathleen Gilhooly
 Canberna Grammer School
 Sun Bear Sunscreen Project
 Jennifer Barnes
 Air Asia Foundation
If
you
would
like
to
make
a
direct
donation to BSBCC, you can do so via one of these
methods:




Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre
Sdn Bhd (BSBCC) - Donate any amount
directly to BSBCC through our paypal account
by clicking the donate button on our website:
www.bsbcc.org.my
Wong Siew Te – Send an email to our CEO
and Founder, Mr. Wong Siew Te, for further
inquiries on donating directly to us at
wongsiew@hotmail.com

What can you do to help the
sun bears?








Do not support any wildlife trade
Contact us if you find any illegal
activities (poaching, trading, etc)
Learn more about sun bears and
their habitat
Follow us on Facebook / Instagram
and help us spread the word
Donate through our website
Adopt a bear through our website,
or at our Centre
Volunteer!

BORNEAN SUN BEAR
CONSERVATION CENTRE (BSBCC)
Location address:
Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan
Labuk, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah,
Malaysia
Postal address:
PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan,
Sabah, Malaysia
Tel:
+6 089 534 491
Website:
www.bsbcc.org.my
E-mail:
info.bsbcc@gmail.com

Million thanks to Air Asia Foundation for supporting the sun
bears by donating fire hoses and helping in constructing
enrichments for the bears at BSBCC.
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